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Master or Puppets? The Cultural Politics in Occupied Norway under G. W. 

Müller, Gulbrand Lunde and Rolf Fuglesang 

 

Seven decades after the end of the Second World War one still knows little about the cultural 

life in Norway under the conditions of the German Occupation. According to recent archive 

studies in Oslo, Berlin and Hamburg the ideological approaches of Georg Wilhelm Müller, 

Gulbrand Lunde and Rolf Fuglesang (as the leading figures for cultural policy in occupied 

Norway) can be described much more detailed, as well as the network of loyalties, dependen-

cies and rivalries that set the civil and military framework for music, art and culture. 

 

Facts and Ideologies I - Müller 

To understand, why and how Georg Wilhelm Müller (usually cut short GW. Müller according 

to his own habit) could become one of the highest hopes in Joseph Goebbels’ propaganda 

staff, one can find first hints in a brief summary of Müller’s political vita: Born on 29 Decem-

ber 1909 in Königshütte (Oberschlesien) Müller had lost his father (school principal Dr. Kurt 

Müller) at the age of eleven, who died from long term injuries he had suffered during World 

War I. A few years later his mother Olga Müller married her brother-in-law Eugen Müller 

(the director of a provincial court), who died in 1932. At this time GW. Müller already had 

been studying law for three years at the universities of Rostock, Marburg, Kiel and Frankfurt 

(Main), where he graduated with Erstes Staatsexamen (junior barrister) in 1933. Considering 

his records from NSDAP, SA and SS his academic progress was not his primary concern: As 

a school pupil Müller was an active member of pre-fascist youth organizations, joined the  

Hitlerjugend from its founding days as well as the SA at the age of 15. In consequence he 

combined his academic ambitions with a career in the NS-Studentenbund, since 1930 acceler-

ated by his SS-membership, coordinating and leading highly aggressive actions against Jew-

ish professors at the University of Frankfurt. Two years earlier he had joined the NSDAP on 1 

February 1928 (membership number #74380). As soon as he supported the party with public 

speeches in the position as Frankfurt's NS-student leader he concentrated on propaganda du-

ties, at first as member of the press office in Gau Hessen-Nassau, before he was proposed to 

become Reichshauptstellenleiter in the Reichspropagandaleitung of the NSDAP, along with a 

few courses of media studies in Berlin (“Zeitungswissenschaft”).  
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At the end of 1937 he got the chance to move into the center of NS-propaganda to be-

come Goebbels’ second adjutant. In his daily presence Müller not only had to take care of the 

minister's travels, correspondence and preparations for appointments and business meetings. 

Furthermore he soon won Goebbels’ trust while arranging numerous delicate liaisons with ac-

tresses in Potsdam Babelsberg’s glamorous movie world. In November and December 1939 

Müller completed his professional abilities with a short education within the army propaganda 

department in Potsdam. When Hitler decided in favour of Norway's occupation and against an 

independent Quisling-Regime it therefore seemed obvious for Goebbels to accompany his old 

comrade Josef Terboven, the new Reichskommissar, with his loyal and ambitious youngster 

Müller. 

A read through of the most popular Norwegian literature, that deals with the Reichs- 

kommissariat and mentions Müller (which some don’t), could support the impression to mis-

interpret his rank as “Ministerialrat” to be a subordinate position without responsibility and 

influence, compared to the competences of the Norwegian propaganda minister. The opposite 

was true. Very soon during spring and summer 1940 Müller became Terboven‘s right hand 

and regularly served as his representative, for example during the first negotiations with the 

Storting parties’ spokesmen and during the formation of the first Norwegian Statsråd.  

In retrospect Müller divided his propagandistic work into two main phases, the first end-

ing with the appointment of the Norwegian Statsråd in September 1940 and the second begin-

ning with the appointment of Quisling’s cabinet in February 1942. The first months in Oslo 

seemed to be a very easy task for Müller. In respect to Norway's mutual offspring in old-

Germanic times attempts to germanize Norway seemed inappropriate. In consequence, and 

due to Hitler's military successes, the new masters tried to win the Norwegian people with 

high-class cultural events instead of demonstrating German superiority or offending Norwe-

gian sensitivities. Accordingly the majority of cultural endeavors was founded in 1940: Ex-

change programs for Norwegian workers to learn about German professions; exchange pro-

grams for Norwegian students with the DAAD; public libraries with literature in German and 

translation; a German speaking school and Kindergarten open to Norwegians; German movies 

and Wochenschauen for public cinemas; the journal Deutsch-norwegische Monatshefte and 

the daily newspaper Deutsche Zeitung in Norwegen; a German Academy with public lan-

guage courses, a record archive and regular public cultural events; exhibitions for books, ap-

plied arts (“Kunstgewerbe”) and political topics; the control of the Norwegian public radio 

NRK; a German Theater and regular tours of famous German artists and ensembles. These 
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latter events matched Müller's duties for troup entertainment (“Truppenbetreuung”) which in-

cluded cooperations with Robert Ley’s “Kraft durch Freude” program. 

In the second major phase after 1942 that Müller had mentioned the formation of Quis-

ling’s first Norwegian government coincided with a steady and drastic decline of German mil-

itary successes and the accidental death of the Norwegian propaganda minister Gulbrand 

Lunde in October 1942. In reaction to Germany’s changing strategic position on Europe's bat-

tlegrounds the Norwegian resistance began to intensify its ambitions – in the civil cultural 

sector mostly with boycotts that the German authorities could do nothing against – while the 

Norwegian public further raised its orientation towards Britain, King Olav and the exiled gov-

ernment. At this point one has to come back to the gap that Müller had left in his description 

for the year 1941. Right from the beginning of his duties in Oslo he had wanted to exchange 

his desk job for a call to serve at the front. Already in 1939 Joseph Goebbels had not given in 

to this wish but instead sent him to assist Josef Terboven. There Müller soon had made him-

self the reputation of being very effective and authoritative, and quickly he earned the strong 

aversion of Wehrmacht’s Oberbefehlshaber Nikolaus von Falkenhorst. Müller was not used to 

opposition against his measures and it was easy for him to get Gulbrand Lunde’s administra-

tion to obey his will. Though Reichskommissar Terboven had ordered to let the Norwegian 

Statsråds have their own way, and only influence them by formal advice or the exchange of 

“wishes”, these tools were efficient enough to keep the hierarchy between the German mas-

ters and their Norwegian brothers in arms intact. The only rivalry Müller had to face came 

from the Wehrmacht-propaganda units. Therefore it was of little surprise that von Falkenhorst 

answered Müller's request for active military service and ordered him in May 1941 to join SS-

troops at the Eastern front in Finland. It took only weeks until Müller got heavily wounded in 

combat on 1 July 1941 in Salla. With four lost fingers on his right hand, two damaged knees, 

shrapnels in his skull and a resulting paralysis of facial nerves it took him until December 

1941 to recover and return to Oslo in his former position. There he must have stayed profes-

sional but unsatisfied in his routine, because Goebbels diary is very explicit on 29 July 1942 

when the minister declined another of Müller's requests to leave Oslo. 

Goebbels deep concern for Müller is also a key to the questions how he managed to 

conduct his cultural policy in Oslo and how he synchronized them with the propaganda minis-

try in Berlin. Just a few days after Müller had left for the Norwegian capital on April 21 1940 

we find him in intense and familiar correspondence with Hans Hinkel, Joseph Goebbels’ evil 

mastermind for all cultural matters. Although it is difficult to sketch Hinkel’s activities in 

short, a few words about the dimensions of his duties are necessary: After a first career in di-
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rect interaction with chief ideologist Alfred Rosenberg it was a major coup for Goebbels 

when he managed to win Hinkel in 1935 as managing director of the Reichsmusikkammer. 

Hinkel immediately got his own field of competence (a so called “Sonderreferat”) to seperate 

all jewish activities from German cultural life in the “Jüdische Kulturbünde”, including depor-

tations in close alliance with the Gestapo. Over the years Hinkel spread his responsibilities 

within the Reichskulturkammer, until he finally was appointed vice president in 1944. Fur-

thermore Hinkel had opened a separate department for special cultural affairs in 1939 and co-

ordinated the ministry’s department for Truppenbetreuung since 1940. 

Müller shared with Hinkel not only a deep loyality for the SS but also a fundamental an-

ti-Semitism. Müller took the liberty to correspond with Hinkel in a very aggressive manner. 

Probably they got to know each other during Müller’s media studies. They became very fa-

miliar, addressing each other with their family names and “Du”. Their correspondence in Ber-

lin’s Bundesarchiv sets in July 1940 and deals with details for the German Truppenbetreuung 

in Oslo and rural areas of Norway. To give a slight impression of the sums that the Propagan-

da ministry in Berlin was willing to invest, on September 11, 1940 Hinkel and Müller spoke 

of RM 1.700.000 for the winter season, which still had to be approved by the ministry of fi-

nance. For later years Müller named a sum of annually 8/9 million kroner for troup entertain-

ment to stay on good terms with the German army. 

To summarize Müller’s ambitions and positions in Norway represented all dominant 

power circles, so that he could keep control of the rivals in the Wehrmacht and the Quisling-

administration including their support by Rosenberg’s clique. On major factor to maintain his 

administrative strength was a close connection to SS-Hauptsturmführer Günther Falk, an im-

portant figure of the SIPO in Norway, who had built up a net of informants throughout the 

country.  

 

Facts and Ideologies II – Lunde  

For generations the ministry of religion and education had kept the responsibility for all mat-

ters of culture and the arts in Norway, until the Reichskommissariat modeled the Norwegian 

bureaucracy according to the German administrative structures and formed a new departement 

for “folkeopplysning og propaganda”. In search of a first Statsråd with all necessary compe-

tences Gulbrand Lunde seemed to be the ideal figure for this new task and even a visual Nor-

wegian incarnation of Joseph Goebbels: Born on September 24, 1901 Lunde's offspring from 

a national-conservative home incorporated both strong ties to Germany as well as to the arts. 

His father Sigurd Lunde had studied architecture in Berlin and Prague, started his own com-
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pany in Bergen at the age of 24 and became quite successful over the years. Gulbrand’s moth-

er Inga Lunde, 25 years younger than her husband, had studied in Berlin as well and was a 

trained singer, giving lessons in later years, with a passion for the romantic German Lied. In 

1920, at the age of 19, Gulbrand Lunde went abroad and his studies brought him to Hamburg, 

Zurich, Freiburg im Breisgau, Vienna, Graz and Geneva, before he completed his Ph.D. dis-

sertation in biochemistry at the age of 24 in Freiburg under the supervision of Nobel Prize 

winner Geheimrat Heinrich Otto Wieland.  

He returned to Norway, immediately got the position of a director in a company in Sta-

vanger (specialized on vacuuming and preserving vitamins in cans” and declined two offers 

for respectable professorships (one even from Minneapolis after he had returned from a lec-

ture tour through the US). While he kept on traveling to Europe he turned intensely onto poli-

tics and got acquainted with the NS-movement in Norway, joining Nasjonal samling in 1932. 

With a favor for the arts and modern media (especially film), along with his natural talent for 

rhetoric, it seemed logical that Lunde became the head of propaganda for Vidkun Quisling’s 

young movement in 1935. The year before he had scored sensational 12 percent in communal 

elections for his Stavanger area, while Nasjonal samling could not attract more voters than 3 

percent in general. 

As far as sources tell music was an essential part of Lunde's political agitation right 

from the beginning. When for example he set off with a steam boat cruise along the Westcoast 

from Stavanger to Bergen in 1934 he took a military band with him; in Nasjonal Samling's 

journal Førerbladet from 1934 we find detailed information about the party hymn, called 

Kampsang, an official marching tune for parades and public gatherings and a seperate tune to 

raise and lower the flag. At first it was Lunde’s task to assure the still few active party mem-

bers of the righteousness of their political mission, and additionally to win new followers. But 

in consequence of declining public support for Nasjonal samling in the following years up to 

1940 Lunde never decelerated his scientific ambitions which were appreciated internationally, 

for example with his election into the Norwegian Academy of Science in 1938 and the Ger-

man Academy in Munich in February 1940. 

Within days after Germany’s attack on Norway the political matters for Lunde changed: 

After the Norwegian government had fled and before the Wehrmacht established their reign, 

Quisling tried to fill the vacuum. He announced himself prime minister of a new national cab-

inet and Lunde learned in Quisling’s radio speech on April 9 that he was the designated can-

didate for social affairs; as we know this did not come true. But when Terboven gathered the 
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circle of Norwegian Statsråds in September 1940 Lunde accepted the offer to become head of 

the department of folk enlightenment and propaganda.  

Though officially independent in his decisions it was clear right from the beginning that 

all of Lunde's major steps had to be approved by the Reichskommissar. Therefore Lunde 

quickly modeled his administration along the structures of GW Müller’s department and the 

Goebbels’-ministry in Berlin. This including separate departments for the arts and profession-

als from each sector as advisers, in our case of music with the composer Geirr Tveitt, who re-

signed in 1942 after a long period of discontent and growing rivalry with Per Reidarson and 

Jim Johannessen. But not only on the bureaucratic level Berlin was Lunde’s role model, he al-

so introduced ideological goals we already know from the big German brother, for full control 

of culture in general and the arts in particular. Therefore one witnesses the introduction of ob-

ligatory professional organizations including an “Arierparagraf” in their statutes, the support 

of official and the censorship of unwanted journals, books and newspapers etc. In September 

1941, when the Norwegian Statsråder could look back on their first year in charge, Lunde ex-

plained his accomplished goals and further political visions. In addition to the topics just men-

tioned he named the following projects: a) the major challenge to reorganize the Norwegian 

public radio (which was ambivalent due to the confiscation of all receivers in 1941 except for 

loyal party members), b) a new series of stamps with national motifs, c) the resurrection of 

Bergen's public theater Den Nasjonale Scene, which had been damaged by British artillery in 

July 1940, d) the restoration of old buildings and monuments as national heritage and e) the 

massive support of the arts with acquisitions and exhibitions of paintings (with grants and 

awards, concerts and subsidies for collections and editions of folk tunes).  

Obviously all plans would have been impossible without German good will and Lun-

de’s actions were flanked by promotional campaigns. The domestic propaganda for example 

reported intensely about an official journey Gulbrand Lunde completed through Germany in 

1941, where press coverage shows him paying tribute to German titans, bending his head at 

the memorial sites of Beethoven and Goethe. He also met with several officials and had the 

honor to meet Joseph Goebbels. Additionally he gave a speech Die Stellung Norwegens on 

October 16, 1941, in front of representatives from state, party and Wehrmacht as well as his 

colleague Jonas Lie. On this occasion in the center of the National Socialist world Lunde took 

the chance to repeat his hopes for a free Norway as an independent nation state in a panger-

manic Europe.  

As we know neither this dream was ever considered to be realistic, nor were his pro-

spective political actions very successful. Due to the growing boycotts, coordinated by the re-
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sistance movement, the audience response to official concerts and performances for example 

was weak and did not change the traditional public orientation towards England. The formal 

change on February 1, 1942 – when Quisling was promoted to become prime minister of an 

alleged independent Norwegian government and Lunde’s title was changed from Statsråd to 

State minister – in consequence did not result in growing support for the presence of National 

Socialism in Norway. But even more drastic for his resort was Lunde’s accidental death on 25 

October 1942, when his limousine slipped under unclear conditions from a ferry at the Roms-

dalsfjord, while the boat was boarding, so that Gulbrand Lunde and his wife Marie drowned. 

The following months brought certainty that Lunde's prestigious institutions – the larger Kul-

turting and the smaller advisory board Kulturråd – had been representative alibis without ne-

cessity or function.  

 

Facts and Ideologies III – Fuglesang  

It took two months after Lunde's death until a successor was found. When Rolf Fuglesang 

took the office in December 1942 the series of German victories was disrupted and found a 

fatal symbol in the nemesis of the 6th Army in Stalingrad, January 1943. To understand, why 

the cultural sector in Norway was not Fuglesang's priority during the following two years one 

has to consider internal and external factors. Rolf Jørgen Fuglesang himself was a thorough 

member of Quisling’s movement, but neither a specialist for propaganda, nor interested in 

cultural matters. He was born in Fredrikstad in 1909 and graduated in law studies in 1933. In 

the same year he joined Nasjonal Samling, being attracted to their historical approach to re-

strengthen Norway's Germanic and pesant heritage, and was appointed the party’s general 

secretary which he filled out until May 1945. The party, its steering, economy and ideological 

development, were his priority with Quisling as the focus of his loyalty.    

In contrast to Lunde, pangermanic or anti-Semitic positions were not Fuglesang's point 

of view and he considered the Norwegian circumstances to be different. Instead the individual 

and institutional fight against Bolshevism and Norwegian communism were more important 

to him. As archival reports and notes from SS-officer Günther Falk can tell, Fuglesang’s lead-

ership aroused much discontent and defense of other departments and political rivals. Accord-

ingly the Reichssicherheitshauptamt, coordinating the SS secret service, ranked him as the 

biggest chauvinist and most fiercefull fighter against German politics within Nasjonal Sam-

ling. Nevertheless one should not misinterpret this bad reputation as a proof for hidden oppo-

sition, but as evidence for typical NS-rivalries. In a note from 9 August 1943, 8 months after 

Fuglesang had taken over the Norwegian propaganda ministry at the age of 33, Falk recapitu-
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lated critical comments within Fuglesang’s department and concluded that it had become ab-

solutely ineffective after Lunde’s death. Especially Fuglesang’s refusal to safe time for meet-

ings and to give instructions, as well as his extremely aggressive reactions against slightest 

forms of criticism, provoked deep anger among his staff. But due to missing alternatives and 

Quisling’s vigorous support Fuglesang stayed in office until the liberation of Norway, alt-

hough the Reichskommissariat had made plans several times to replace him by a more loyal 

figure. 

 

Epilogue  

The breakdown of the German occupation was celebrated in Norway as a big relief, and with 

support of Allied forces, paramilitary troops of the Norwegian resistance and units of the 

Norwegian Armed forces, the legal government (returning from its London exile) turned the 

page of history quickly. Some former protagonists were dead, others arrested within days after 

the liberation. Similar to the Nuremberg trials the value of these prisoners as witnesses was as 

important as the evaluation of their personal guilt and responsibility.  

Rolf Fuglesang was still a young man of 36 years when he was arrested. In his trial for 

treason in February 1946 he escaped a death penalty and was sentenced to life long compulso-

ry labor, combined with the prohibition ever to work in his juridical profession again. During 

his imprisonment he became a skilled mason and after his amnesty in 1956 he worked for 

years as a foreman in a building company. Until his death in 1988 he was open to questions 

about his past. 

As in other comparable cases the German way to deal with war criminals, that were no 

main targets of allied jurisdiction, was different. Joseph Goebbels had ordered Müller from 

Oslo in March 1945, on the one hand to report from the Western front. On the other hand 

Goebbels had taken him out of a major dispute with Vidkun Quisling: Thanks to his net of 

spies Müller had gotten notice of a conspiracy within Quisling’s own administration, who was 

furious when he found out about it. To avoid a major scandal Goebbels’ had answered to Mül-

ler’s wish for transfer, so that British and Norwegian troops arrested him on 3 June 1945 in 

Hamburg. Without trial he spent three years in several prisons in Norway and was interrogat-

ed numerously. When he was of no use for the Norwegian authorities anymore he was sent 

back to Germany at the end of 1948. At this point the juridical instrument of denazification 

was already under German control. The tribunal accepted his Norwegian imprisonment as 

substitute for a punishment in Germany, so that he was a free man further on. A file in Ham-

burg's Staatsarchiv tells that Müller was even granted the safety of keeping his status as a civil 
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servant, although he had to accept that all promotions from the years after 1940 were not vali-

dated.  

Also Müller was open to questions in later years and Martin Moll, as well as Guri Hjelt-

nes, interviewed him about his time in Oslo and the Reichskommissariat. Additionally some 

correspondence from the 1960s and 70s is preserved and it seems that he did not feel much 

guilt or shame. Unmentioned in his correspondence and the literature, that took note of Mül-

ler, is an episode from the early postwar years: Due to the political nature of his businesses in 

the former Propagandaministerium and a 60 per cent quota of handicap Müller was rated in-

valid. Nevertheless he had to make a living for himself and his family with four children. His 

denazification file contains a document from March 1949, that he first had a job as a deliverer 

and storage worker in an in- and export company. The following year he changed professions 

and was constantly on the road. This job did not bring him even near his old reputation. But – 

irony of history – he served again as an assistant to a puppet master, but this time it was for 

real, for Gerhards’ Marionetten-Theater, a group of string puppet-players, travelling through 

the South of Germany. 


